Class Project

Featuring: Steampunk Spells

Steampunk Spells - Pocket Card "Hocus-Pocus!"

Designed by Gloria Stengel
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 sheet Steampunk Spells (#4500680)
1 sheet Pumpkin Power (#4500688)
1 sheet Frightful Folly (#4500689)
1 sheet Nevermore (#4500709)
1 sheet Vintage Voyage (#4500683)
1 sheet Cardstock Banners (#4500695)
1 sheet Cardstock Flowers (#4500696)
1 sheet Chipboard 1 (#4500700)
1 large Tag Album Staples (#4500626)
Steampunk Spells Stamps (various)

Additional Supplies and Tools:
12” Black satin ribbon (5⁄8” wide), Black dye ink,
Scissors, Bone folder/Scoring tool, Ruler, Corner
rounder, Sanding block, 1⁄8” Hole punch, Acrylic
stamping blocks, Double sided adhesive or Tape
runner, Glue, 3D foam adhesive

Instructions:
*All measurements are length x width.
**Use a sanding block to smooth any rough
edges on cardstock punch-outs or chipboard
elements.
1. Score a Large Graphic 45 Tag Album Staples
tag at 2 1⁄2" from the bottom.
2. Cut Pumpkin Power paper to 4" x 3 7⁄8" and
round the top two corners. Use a corner
rounder, or use the rounded tag corners as
a guide, to trim the paper.
3. Attach the paper to the top of the tag,
matching up the corners.
4. Apply strong adhesive to the left and right
edges of the tag, below the score line, as shown.
Fold up at the score line to form a pocket.
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5. Cut Frightful Folly (reverse) paper to 2 1⁄2" x
3 7⁄8". Round the top
two corners. Use a
corner rounder, or
use the rounded tag
corners as a guide,
to trim the paper.
Attach the paper to
the tag pocket.

11. From Cardstock Tags and Pockets, punch out
the Miss Ima Fraid
banner. Glue the banner
to the right side of the
pocket as shown.
12. From Cardstock
Flowers, select three
flowers. Chose one large,
one medium, and one
small flower in order to
create a layered flower
embellishment. Also,
punch out one small
gear for the flower
center.

6. Cut Steampunk
Spells (reverse) to
2 1⁄8" x 3 1⁄2". Attach
to the center of the
pocket with foam
adhesive.
7. Choose the tags and embellishments for your
pocket, as shown. You may wish to substitute
the "Beware"
tag for stamped
images.
8. Create
journaling tag
by trimming out
the "Dr. Dreadful's Potions"
image from a
sheet of Vintage
Voyage paper.
Trim image to
approximately
4 3⁄4" x 2 3⁄4".
Tuck the
journaling tag
into the pocket.
9. Trim the
spell book
image and one
other spell card
image from
Nevermore paper. Fussy cut around the edges
as desired. Tuck the images into the pocket.
10. Stamp the scroll and the potion bottle onto
tan cardstock with black dye ink. Fussy cut
them. (If not using stamped images, trim the
"Beware" image from Frightful Folly paper.
Tuck all images into the pocket.

13. Gently shape the flowers with a stylus and
your fingers.
Stack the flowers
together and glue.
Use dimensional
foam to attach the
gear to the flower
center. Attach the
flower to the lower
left of the banner.
14. From Cardstock Tags and Pockets, punch out
one clock and one gear. Trim the edges of the clock
and sand. Attach
the clock and gear
with dimensional
adhesive to the left
side of the flower.
Make sure to tuck
the images slightly
under the flower
petals.
15. From the Steampunk Spells Chipboard 1
punch out the Hocus-pocus tag. Attach the
chipboard tag to the right side of the pocket,
tucking the edge under the flower petals.
16. Tie a length of black, satin ribbon through the
hole at the top of the Kraft tag. (The tag shown
here is the optional tag that does not contain
stamped images.)
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